How to Install the plug-in

This plug-in has been tested with: Eclipse Kepler.

1 Select Help > Install New Software…

2 Click add… and type in the name and update site for the plug-in.
   Name: Early Vulnerability Detector. If you want, you can provide another name.
   Location: http://www.inf.puc-rio.br/~lsampaio/plugin/early_vulnerability_detector/latest/

3 Click OK.
   A checkbox with the plug-in’s name should appear. Check that option and click Next >.
4 Another dialog should appear

You can see some details about the plug-in you are about to install. Click Next > again.

5 Another dialog should appear

You can review the type of licenses the plug-in you are about to install have. Click Finish.

6 Restart Eclipse

Eclipse might ask you to restart it. That’s it.